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This unit has been designed to develop positive behaviour and leadership qualities in 
Junior Secondary school students, through the creation of a community awareness 
project related to safe travel to and from school.

It addresses current issues regarding common adolescent behaviours, community 
perceptions and  media representations.  Students will participate in interactive tasks 
that will develop skills in group cooperation, communication and leadership. 

Each lesson is designed to engage with the students' knowledge of social issues and 
develop their understandings and use of Queensland Studies Authority (QSA) CORE 
Curriculum Elements (CCE). 

This unit aims to encourage students to "Step Up" and show positive behaviours on 
public transport, address the poor behaviour of others, and show respect for their 
school, their community and themselves.  

It’s time to Step Up and be a responsible citizen.

Background
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STEP UP LEADERSHIP PROJECT – UNIT OVERVIEW

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Improve the general behaviour of students while travelling on buses and other public transport.

To provide an opportunity for student leadership with a focus on Junior Secondary.

To promote ownership of behaviours, responsible behaviours and peer supervision.

Increase knowledge about the Code of Conduct and the important link between behaviour and 
safety.



Promote positive student and bus driver relationships.

Enable and encourage Junior Secondary students to lead this initiative within their school.

LEVEL:  Year 7/8 (first year of high school)

TIMEFRAME:  Term one, 10 weeks

CREATIVE TASK:  Create promotional materials that will encourage positive leadership behaviours 
among the school community.

STAGES & CCE learning objectives:  

INSPIRE

1 – EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT
Identifying and interpreting ideas; Recalling/remembering; Explaining to others; Reaching a 
conclusion which is consistent with a given set of assumptions; and Using vocabulary appropriate to 
a context. 

2 – IDENTIFYING BEHAVIOURS & ESTABLISHING THE PROJECT

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context; Explaining to others; Interrelating ideas/themes/issues; 
Reaching a conclusion which is necessarily true provided a given set of assumptions is true; 
Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a given set of assumptions; Observing systematically; 
and Visualising. 

3 – IDENTIFYING CONSEQUENCES

Recalling/remembering; Using vocabulary appropriate to a context; Explaining to others; 
Empathising; Comparing; Contrasting; Classifying; Interrelating ideas/themes/issues; Reaching a 
conclusion which is necessarily true provided a given set of assumptions is true; Reaching a 
conclusion which is consistent with a given set of assumptions; and Judging/evaluating. 

4 – DEMONSTRATING LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

Recalling/remembering; Using vocabulary appropriate to a context; Explaining to others; 
Empathising; Interrelating ideas/themes/issues; Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a 
given set of assumptions; Analysing; Judging/evaluating; and Observing systematically. 

ENCOURAGE

5 – PLANNING A ‘STEP UP LEADERSHIP PROJECT’

Translating from one form to another; Using correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar; Using 
vocabulary appropriate to a context; Summarising/condensing written text; 
Creating/composing/devising; Perceiving patterns; Visualising; Searching and locating 
items/information; Observing systematically; Gesturing; and Sketching/drawing.

FACILITATE

6 – 9 – PRODUCING A STEP UP LEADERSHIP PROJECT

Recognising letters, words and other symbols; Recalling/remembering; Interpreting the meaning of 
words or other symbols; Interpreting the meaning of pictures/illustrations; Translating from one form to 

another; Using vocabulary appropriate to a context; Explaining to others; Empathising; Interrelating 
ideas/themes/issues; Applying strategies to trial and test ideas and procedures; 
Creating/composing/devising; Justifying; Visualising; Observing systematically; and Gesturing.

10 – REVIEW AND REFLECTION

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context; Explaining to others; Interrelating ideas/themes/issues; 
Applying strategies to trial and test ideas and procedures; Justifying; Observing systematically; and 

Gesturing.

Each lesson is based on the Three Phase Lesson Structure using 
(IMPACT, WALT, WILF, WILT) as practised within Helensvale State
High School.

Unit Overview
Friday, 21 February 2014
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LESSON ONE – EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today how to work in groups completing a classroom 
activity by adhering to guidelines and procedures for effective group 
management.”

Inspire

Show a humorous clip on 'Leadership' and discuss what the clip is saying 
about leadership and teamwork. 



Identify rules and procedures of a classroom.  Questions to Ask: How do we 
act inside a classroom?  Why do we have these rules?  



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 

looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F   
“What I’m looking for is why it is important to have established rules and 
procedures when conducting an activity and how we can manage activities 
more effectively by showing leadership.

Modelling

Teacher models effective group management skills by directing students into 

groups and giving directions for the first activity.  Directions:  Place students 
into groups.  Send one student outside, explain to the remaining students that 
a task will be set and their job is to create as much distraction as possible.  
Their aim is to stop the person from completing the puzzle.  



Practise

ACTIVITY: Bring the students back to their group.  Set the task to the student:  
complete a puzzle (e.g. jigsaw puzzles, rubik's cube, maths puzzle, tangrams, 
piece together a popular quote, etc) or use resources provided in 2 minutes.  
Remind the other students in the group of their task. 



Connect

PERSON DOING PUZZLE ANSWERS QUESTIONS:  What did that feel like for you?  
What was difficult?  What could you have done to make the process easier 
for yourself?  



Apply

REPEAT ACTIVITY:  Think about how you can all work together to complete the 
task effectively within the timeframe (e.g. delegate roles, time keeper, sort the 
edges of the puzzle, sort the colours, etc). 



Connect

QUESTIONS:  What did it feel like for you this time?  What were the positives of 
working together as a group?  What behaviours did you encourage to 
manage the situation?



Transform

IN GROUPS:  Brainstorm this activity on butcher’s paper and then share results 
with the class.  Think about outside school?  Where else do we have rules 

about our behaviour and conduct in society?  What are the rules?  Why are 
these important?  



Connect

FEEDBACK:  What is the difference between managing behaviour in this 
classroom compared to around/outside the school environment/wider 
community?



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 
today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  How are rules important in managing classroom 
environments and how can this be transferred into broader social situations?  
How do they ensure that everyone is treated respectfully and is given a fair 
go?”

Identifying and interpreting ideas•

Recalling/remembering•

Explaining to others •

Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a 
given set of assumptions 

•

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context. •

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

Butcher's Paper•

Markers•
Puzzle (e.g. jigsaw puzzles, rubik's cube, 
maths puzzle, tangrams, piece together a 
popular quote, etc)

•

Leadership Advertisement with Ants○

Take the Bus Advertisement with Crabs○

Humorous Clips•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lesson 1
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LESSON TWO – IDENTIFYING BEHAVIOURS & ESTABLISHING THE PROJECT

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today how to observe and classify individual and social 
behaviours, and the impact certain behaviours have on perceptions in 
society.”

Inspire

Direct students to form a single line.  They must end up in order of student 
birthdates (e.g. Jan 4, Feb 22, June 12, etc).  Students cannot communicate 

verbally through this activity.  Discuss: What did you see?  How did different 
people react?  What different strategies did you see?



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 
looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F   
“What I’m looking for is what types of behaviours are common among 
teenagers and how can these issues be addressed in a public setting?”

Practise

THINK/PAIR/SHARE: List the types of behaviours that are commonly connected 
with teenagers in society.  Write them on the board under a PCQ Table (the 
headings Pros/Cons/Questions) considering negative and positive behaviours.  
Share with the other groups the types of behaviours people are seeing.



Connect

IN GROUPS:  Think of a way to categorise the behaviours.   What types of 
categories could we create – e.g. types of behaviours, time of behaviours, 
types of people involved, formal/informal, proactive/reactive, etc?



Apply

BRAINSTORM:  How can we address these negative behaviours and promote 
positive change from teenagers?



Modelling

Teacher discusses how Community Awareness films are one method of 
addressing negative behaviours.  Show examples of Community Awareness 
films (e.g. Wollongong Catholic School Anti-Bullying Film, Not Acceptable 
R-word PSA, Is It Worth It - Texting While Driving, Teach Me How To Brushy, etc).



Media Focus: Show some news reports related to safety concerns on public 
transport or other related issues specific to your school.



Connect

QUESTIONS: Why are these media reports relevant to us as a student, school 
and wider community?  What impact can they have?  Why would we STEP 
UP?



Modelling

INTRODUCE the idea of the Step Up Leadership Project to promote positive 
behaviour and leadership inside and outside of school.



TASK:  Create promotional materials that will encourage positive behaviours 

and leadership qualities among the students in relation to safe travel to and 

from school.

Why are we doing this?o

Who is our target audience?  o

What are the one or two behaviours that we want to change? o

What ideas do we have to change these behaviours? o

What is the role of the teachers, students and parents?o

Possible examples could include:  Step Up video, Step Up rap, Step Up posters, 
Step Up colouring sheet for year 6/7 students, Step Up cartoon, Step Up drama 
performance for a primary school, Step Up article for the school newsletter/ 
local paper, Step Up brochure, Step Up board game, Step Up webpage, Step 

Up App, etc.  Considerations:



Transform

IN GROUPS:  What are some ideas for the types of promotional materials that 
we would like to produce as part of the ‘Step Up Leadership Project’ that will 
contribute to a campaign to address and change negative behaviours while 
promoting positive actions?  What issue/s and behaviour/s will you focus on 
and what specific target group does your promotional material address?



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 
today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  How can behaviours be classified?  How can 
sensitive issues be addressed in society?  How can we promote positive 
behaviours and leadership qualities among students regarding safe school 
travel?”

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •
Explaining to others •
Interrelating ideas/themes/issues •
Reaching a conclusion which is necessarily true 
provided a given set of assumptions is true 

•

Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a 
given set of assumptions 

•

Observing systematically •
Visualising. •

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

Butcher's Paper•
Markers•
PCQ Table•

Wollongong Catholic School Anti-
Bullying Film

○

Not Acceptable Rword PSA○

Is It Worth It - Texting While Driving○

Teach Me How To Brushy○

Community Awareness Films•

Media Reports on school related transport 
safety issues.

•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lesson 2 
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LESSON THREE – IDENTIFYING CONSEQUENCES

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today how to analyse the range of behaviours that are 
experienced in a bus scenario, and identify the greater impacts and 
consequences of these behaviours upon the self, community, school, etc.”

Inspire

The classroom is set up as a virtual bus.  Teacher instructs the students to 
pretend they are on a school bus and demonstrate behaviours they have 
witnessed while on a bus.  Select one student as the bus driver.  Students will 
have 2 -3 minutes to act out these behaviours. 



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 

looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F   
“What I’m looking for is the recognition of how negative behaviours can have 
particular consequences in social environments if people do not ‘Step Up’ 
and take leadership to manage these situations.”

Modelling

BRAINSTORM: Identify the behaviours that were observed.  Write them on the 
board and identify positive and negative behaviours.  [Could be completed 
as a  PCQ Table.]  Teacher to give an example of the behaviours that were 
observed and complete one in each category to model the task.  



Practise

THINK/GROUP/SHARE: Ask students to classify what would be regarded as a 
‘major’ and ‘minor’ behaviour using an Extent Barometer .  Ask students to 
identify some of the ‘major’ and ‘minor’ behaviours from the chart.  Circle a 
minimum of 10 behaviours from the chart and then ask students to work in 
groups to rank these behaviours from minor (1) to major (10).  



BUS DRIVER: What behaviours do our drivers see?  How do they feel?  Ask the 
student playing the bus driver how he felt in that situation.  What could the bus 
driver do in response to this collective behaviour?



Apply

Share the top 3 major behaviours with the whole class.  What were the 
similarities and differences?  Why?  What are some of the impacts of these 
major behaviours?  Consider the impact upon the self, the group (the school), 
and the community. What are some of the weaknesses and threats of this 
behaviour with regards to the wider community?



Connect

Watch the ‘Interschool Step Up Bus Safety Video' with the focus: What types of 
behaviour did you see in the video?  Who would you class as the instigators?  
Why?  What role did the students play who were sitting quietly?  Could they 
have done anything differently?  What are the consequences of doing 
something/nothing?  



Transform

What are the general consequences for some of the ‘major’ behaviours?o

What are the general consequences for some of the ‘minor’ behaviours?o

Do these consequences seem justified?  Why/why not?o

Suggest some appropriate consequences for poor bus behaviour.  
Present ideas to the class.

o

IN GROUPS:  Teacher highlights that the School’s Behaviour Plan sets out the 
expectations and consequences of student behaviour.  Students are to read 

the Student Expectation/Behaviour Policy and highlight the negative 
behaviour that occurred in the two bus scenarios and identify the 
consequences. 



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 
today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  What are positive and negative behaviours that 
can be observed in travelling on school buses, and how do these behaviours 
impact the self, the group (school), and the wider community?”

Recalling/remembering •
Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •
Explaining to others •
Empathising •
Comparing•

Contrasting •
Classifying •
Interrelating ideas/themes/issues •

Reaching a conclusion which is necessarily true 
provided a given set of assumptions is true 

•

Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a 
given set of assumptions 

•

Judging/evaluating.•

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

Butcher's Paper•
Markers•
Extent Barometer•
Step Up Bus Safety Video•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

This storyboard was based on the In-Class•
Virtual Bus Activity from November 2012 at
Helensvale State High School

PRIOR VIRTUAL BUS ACTIVITY EXAMPLE

Lesson 3
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:40 PM
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LESSON FOUR – DEMONSTRATING LEADERSHIP QUALITIES

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today how to demonstrate leadership by addressing 
negative behaviours and bringing about a positive resolution.”

Inspire

Show the ‘Interschool Step Up Bus Safety Video’ again and discuss the 
behaviour demonstrated by the main student towards the end of the video 

and the respective behaviours of the other students.   Use a  SWOT Analysis to 
examine the situation and responding positively to it by showing leadership. 



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 
looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F   
“What I’m looking for is what leadership looks like and how I can demonstrate 
these qualities within different social environments and situations.”

Modelling

Teacher models what is leadership by giving a definition of a leader.  Provide 
the students with an example of a leader from history and discuss what 

qualities they have/had.  Who is someone who can be considered a ‘leader’ 
in a particular field (e.g. political, sporting, arts/media, medical, etc)?



Practise

ACTIVITY: Give the students a piece of paper each to write down one quality 
of a leader.  Students post these on the board.  



Connect

DISCUSS: What leadership qualities do the people listed on the board have?  
Are good leaders also followers?  How do good leaders focus others on the 
task?  How do they communicate effectively and listen patiently?



Modelling

Teacher shows some media clips demonstrating leadership qualities and 
group cohesiveness in the execution of a particular task.  Suggested clips can 

be found on the LINKS page.  



Apply

IN GROUPS: On butcher’s paper, come up with ways we can show leadership 
when travelling to and from school.  What does it mean to Step Up?  What 
does it look like, feel like, sound like?  (Responses should read as ‘Step Up’ 
followed by a demonstrated behaviour).



Connect

QUESTIONS:  Why would showing leadership at this time be difficult?  How else 
could you demonstrate leadership without standing out in a crowd? (i.e. 
don’t encourage the person to continue behaving badly, report the 
behaviour to someone ASAP, encourage others to disengage from instigating 
and cheering on the negative behaviour, etc).



Transform

ROLE PLAY IN GROUPS:  Select a particular behaviour and devise a positive 
way to show leadership and ‘Step Up’ and deal with it.  Present it to the class 
as a role play.  [This role play can be set on a bus or another social situation 
common to students.] 



Connect

DISCUSS: How effective do you believe these actions would eventually be?  
What other positive behaviours could you demonstrate in the situations we 

have seen performed?  



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 

today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  Why should we ‘Step Up’ as leaders?  What are 
the long term benefits of demonstrating leadership qualities in these situations 

(e.g. students misbehaving will no longer have anyone to perform for, school 
reputation improves, school pride, etc)?”

Recalling/remembering •
Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •
Explaining to others •
Empathising •
Interrelating ideas/themes/issues •

Reaching a conclusion which is consistent with a 
given set of assumptions 

•

Analysing •

Judging/evaluating •
Observing systematically.•

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

Scrap paper or Post-Its•
Butcher's Paper•
Markers•
SWOT Analysis•
Step Up Bus Safety Video•
Leadership Clips•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lesson 4 
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:40 PM
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LESSON FIVE – PLANNING A ‘STEP UP LEADERSHIP PROJECT’

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today to identify our own community’s needs with regards to 
safe behaviours in travelling to and from school, and plan a Community 
Awareness project to encourage positive behaviours and leadership qualities.”

Inspire

Teacher to show a current newspaper article or YouTube clip outlining local 
issues regarding the concerns of travelling to and from school in respect to 
behaviour and safety.  Class will then brainstorm and discuss these issues and 
identify the issues and behaviours that are most relevant, and these will 
become the focus of the students’ group project.



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 

looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F   
“What I’m looking for is what are the school or the local community concerns 
with regards to safe behaviour upon travelling to and from school, and how 
can I positively address these issues?”

Modelling

What are positive behaviours and leadership qualities discussed in the unit 
so far?

○

What types of promotional materials could we produce and be effective 
within our school and community?

○

Suggested materials: Promote the expectations of positive behaviour in 
and around school through, for example,  Step Up video, Step Up posters, 
Step Up rap, Step Up colouring sheet for year 6/7 students, Step Up 
cartoon, Step Up drama performance for a primary school, Step Up 
article for the school newsletter/local paper, Step Up brochure, Step Up 
board game, Step Up webpage, Step Up App, Step Up t-shirt design.

○

Teacher explicitly outlines the task: Students are to create a ‘Step Up 
Leadership Project’ that will encourage positive behaviours and leadership 
qualities among the students in relation to safe travel to and from school. 



Practise

Teacher provides scaffolding to guide the students’ work○

Teacher feedback is provided.○

IN GROUPS: Students outline their plan for the task

Apply

IN GROUPS: Complete the planning pages in the SULP Worksheet.

Connect

DISCUSS: Students share their concept and ideas with the whole class for 
feedback and development of final ideas.



Transform

ACTIVITY: Students to respond to the feedback and continue to plan their 
‘Step Up Leadership Project’.



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 
today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  How can we use and plan promotional materials to 
encourage positive behaviours and leadership qualities regarding a topical 
issue in relation to safe travel to and from school?”

Translating from one form to another •
Using correct spelling, punctuation, and 
grammar 

•

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •

Summarising/condensing written text •

Creating/composing/devising •
Perceiving patterns •

Visualising •

Searching and locating items/information •
Observing systematically •

Gesturing •

Sketching/drawing.•

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

Butcher's Paper•
Markers•
SULP Worksheet•
Source a YouTube/Media clip 
in relation to transport issues 

(relevant to your school)

•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lesson 5
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:41 PM
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LESSON SIX TO NINE – PRODUCING A STEP UP LEADERSHIP PROJECT

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today to collaborate in groups effectively and apply the 
persuasive techniques of community awareness projects in the creation of 
promotional material that encourages leadership and positive behaviour.”

Inspire

Ask students to recap the techniques used in the promotional materials in 
Lesson 2 and ask for examples as to how this can be applied to their ‘Step Up 
Leadership Project’.



Over the lessons, ask groups to give a presentation of their initial concepts 
and progress on the task and discuss: What is working well?  What isn’t?  What 
could be done to improve the effectiveness of the project?



W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 
looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F  
“What I’m looking for is how to produce ‘persuasive’ promotional materials 
that will encourage positive behaviour and leadership qualities among the 
students in relation to safe travel to and from school.”

Modelling

Teacher outlines expectations of student behaviour in terms of working 
collaboratively in groups.



Teacher directs students to specific pages of the SULP Worksheet or certain 
tasks relevant to their ‘Step Up Leadership Project’ to be completed each 
lesson. 



Practise

Teacher provides scaffolding to guide the students’ work in the SULP 
Worksheet.



Students develop the skills of creating promotional material.

Teacher feedback is provided.

Re-teach persuasive promotional techniques, and address problems and 
misconceptions as required.



Apply

Students use shared learning resources to work collaboratively in groups on 
tasks and demonstrate the skills taught.



Students use checklists and/or criteria sheets to monitor their progress and self-
assess; or peer-assess to check for the inclusion of skills learnt in the lesson (e.g. 
Checklist for Student Projects).



Teacher should: Approve all student projects; Monitor groups in the execution 

of the project; Set deadlines for planning and final product; Coordinate any 

presentations with year level coordinators/HODs, etc, for parades; Liaise with 

newspapers/organisers of newsletters; and Evaluate regularly the 
effectiveness of your school’s Step Up Leadership Project.  This could be done 

by surveying students, staff and the wider community.  ‘IF YOU EXPECT IT, 

INSPECT IT’.



Connect

Students share their ideas with peers and/or teacher. 

Whole-class conferencing: ‘What is working well?  What isn’t’?

Class discussion: Students promote the benefits for real-life uses of skills learnt 
or reflect on finished tasks.



Students could video/record/upload completed lesson tasks.

W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 

today?)

W.I.L.T

“What did we learn today?  How can we effectively reflect upon and address 
issues that arise when producing a School/Community Awareness project?  

How can we improve on the communication of a message on leadership and 
positive behaviour, and maximise its delivery to a target audience?” 

Recognising letters, words and other 
symbols 

•

Recalling/remembering •

Interpreting the meaning of words or other 
symbols 

•

Interpreting the meaning of 
pictures/illustrations 

•

Translating from one form to another •

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •
Explaining to others •
Empathising •

Interrelating ideas/themes/issues •

Applying strategies to trial and test ideas 
and procedures 

•

Creating/composing/devising •

Justifying •
Visualising •

Observing systematically •

Gesturing.•

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

SULP Worksheet•
Materials related to each 
group's Step Up Leadership 
Project.

•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lessons 6 - 9 
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:41 PM
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LESSON TEN – REVIEW AND REFLECTION

W.A.L.T

(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T

“We are learning today how to present a project within a classroom 
environment as a spoken presentation, and to the wider community in the form 
of a press release.”

Inspire

Ask students to reflect on what they have learnt over the course of the unit.   

W.I.L.F 

(What I’m 

looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE 

DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

W.I.L.F    

“What I’m looking for is how I can improve on the delivery of a Community 
Awareness Project to a broader public audience.”

Modelling

Teacher informs each group they are to present their final projects to the class 
and discuss the intention and strategies employed to communicate the 
message to the audience. 



Practise

ACTIVITY: Each group presents their final projects to the class, discussing the 
intention and strategies used to communicate the message to the audience.



Connect

DISCUSS: Review each project as a class and discuss the effectiveness of it as a 
SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats).  Reflect on ways 
the project could have been improved to make the delivery of its message 
more effective.



Modelling

Teacher reads through the ‘Code of Conduct for School Bus Travel’ document 
with the students and examines: ‘The rights and responsibilities of students and 
parents/carers’ and ‘Expected behaviour of students’.



Connect

IN GROUPS: Reflect on how your project addresses the issues and expectations 
of the Queensland Government.  Share results with the class.



Transform

ACTIVITY:  Write a Press Release to accompany your project that discusses its 
purpose, use of strategies, and the ultimate message communicated by the 
project.  Include reference to the ‘Code of Conduct for School Bus Travel’ 
document in the letter and relate how your project incorporates and/or reflects 
the rights and responsibilities and expected behaviour of students.  This will 
show how your project is an important extension of the aims of the Queensland 
Government (in particular, Department of Transport and Main Roads, and 
Department of Education, Training and Employment) of promoting and 
ensuring the safe passage of students to and from school on public transport.  
Your letter should utilise persuasive language and be addressed to the wider 
community.



W.I.L.T

(What I’ve 
learnt 

today?)

W.I.L.T 

“What did we learn today?  How is our project going to be sustainable?  What 
did we learn in the execution of and reflection on this Community Awareness 

Project that can benefit us as a responsible citizen?”

Using vocabulary appropriate to a context •
Explaining to others •
Interrelating ideas/themes/issues •
Applying strategies to trial and test ideas 
and procedures 

•

Justifying •
Observing systematically •

Gesturing.•

QSA CORE CURRICULUM ELEMENTS

SULP Worksheet•
Each group's Step Up 
Leadership Project

•

SWOT Analysis•
‘Code of Conduct for School 
Bus Travel’ document

•

Copy of a Press Release for a 
promotional campaign.

•

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Lesson 10
Friday, 21 February 2014
2:13 PM
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Step Up Bus Safety Video

Step Up Video 
Friday, 21 February 2014
2:41 PM
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http://www.qld.gov.au/transport/public/school/resources/index.html


SULPWORKS
HEET

SULP Worksheet 
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:42 PM
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LEADERSHIP

HUMOROUS CLIPS

Leadership Advertisement with Ants

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L8Em5vU0FU

Take the Bus Advertisement with Crabs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_Psl0nFEzw

FILMS

Forty leadership quotes

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQerL6YmxR8

How to be a leader

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ

Top ten qualities of a leader

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=silPtekoFqE

Qualities of a leader

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az8W27tLokM

APOLLO 13 - LEADERSHIP

Failure is not an option

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhoXFVQsIxw

Turning a negative into a positive

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOkAyUmyQko

Keeping calm in a difficult situation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eURy8NskhGM

Tom Hanks shoulders individual risk of team members ("When the call 
comes..."), acts as gatekeeper of team norm formation ("We are not gonna 
do this"), and acts as the effective liaison with the ground crew

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-Fr6BLuJzE

Efficient, facilitation and decision making.  Brainstorming, active listening, 

Leadership Clips
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:42 PM
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L8Em5vU0FU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_Psl0nFEzw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQerL6YmxR8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=silPtekoFqE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az8W27tLokM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhoXFVQsIxw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOkAyUmyQko
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eURy8NskhGM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-Fr6BLuJzE


Efficient, facilitation and decision making.  Brainstorming, active listening, 
facilitation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEZ2W-jr5dM

SPECIFIC FILMS

WE ARE MARSHALL

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEL8PYu4RR4&list=PL72AB93692CA3C227

DEAD POETS SOCIETY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=veYR3ZC9wMQ&list=PL72AB93692CA3C227

THE IRON LADY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
5g3-21BWhxM&list=PL72AB93692CA3C227
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tangram_a...

tangram_...

tangram_s...

Cut around the outline of the cross.  Cut across the lines in the cross.  Re-shape the pieces to 
form a square.

Tangram Lesson 1 
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:45 PM
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Posters created during the 'Step Up Leadership Project'
Helensvale High School in November/December 2012

STEP UP Posters
Friday, 21 February 2014
12:50 PM
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SULP Storyboard Design
Friday, 21 February 2014
9:17 AM
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Writing a
Press Rele...

Press Release
Friday, 21 February 2014
7:54 AM
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THREE PHASE LESSON STRUCTURE (USING IMPACT and W.A.L.T, W.I.L.F 

and W.I.L.T)

W.A.L.T
(We are 
learning 
today)

Inspire

W.A.L.T Each lesson should start with a clear learning goal which 
is recorded on the whiteboard next to the W.A.L.T acronym, 
and the teacher draws the students’ attention to this by using 
the statement, “We are learning today…”

Inspire - Teachers start the lesson with a learning experience 
with immediate relevance to students personally. This activity 
may engage an emotion or identify a real-world context for the 
learning for that lesson.

Show either a relevant YouTube clip or eye-catching visual 
image.



Make a provocative statement or pose an interesting 
question to attract student interest and promote curiosity.



Share a quality piece of text written by a student their own 
age about the topic, using the approach -“You can do 
this too”.



Share an engaging text extract written by an expert on 
the topic.



Access “real-life” experts on the topic for school visits or 
iConnect sessions.



Suggestions:

W.I.L.F 
(What I’m 
looking 
for…)

I DO
Modelling

I do – You 
watch

WE DO
Practise 

You do – I 
help

Apply 

You do – I 
help

YOU 

DO

W.I.L.F   Throughout the teacher’s modelling of the skill or 
process, the teacher will use the statement, “What I’m looking 
for…” which is a way of explaining the lesson outcomes to the 
students in terms they can understand. If students understand 
why they are doing something, then they will put more effort 
into their work.

Modelling - Explicitly demonstrate what is to be done and how it 

is to be done.

Teacher models the activity or skill for the students.

Teacher uses the “Think aloud” strategy to demonstrate 
what the skill or process looks like, for example, “If I was 
writing this paragraph I would…” “If I was to spike this 
volleyball, I would…”



Show students how to use a graphic organiser to gather 
information for the lesson topic; show them examples of 
text and/or annotated exemplars.



Teachers provide students with visual/written exemplars 
and model what is required for high achievement.



Identify the metalanguage associated with the lesson 
topic for the students (specialised language associated 
with the topic).



Suggestions:

Practise - Students engage in activities in either a whole class, 

Lesson Model
Friday, 21 February 2014
1:09 PM
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DO
Connect  

You do – I 
watch

Transform

You do – I 
watch

Practise - Students engage in activities in either a whole class, 

small group or individual situations to practise the skill or 

process.

Teacher provides scaffolding to guide the students’ work.

Students develop the skills of writing an analytical essay, 
completing a maths equation, playing a sport, composing 
a piece of music, or designing a website in chunks before 
linking them to create a complete task.



Teacher feedback is provided.

Re-teach misconceptions as required.

Suggestions:

Apply - Students apply their knowledge of their newly acquired 

skill by demonstrating the skill.

Students use shared learning resources to work 
independently on tasks and demonstrate the skills taught.



Students use checklists and/or criteria sheets to monitor 
their progress and self-assess, or peer-assess to check for 
the inclusion of skills learnt in the lesson.



Class debrief on the impact of the newly acquired skills on 
performance.



Suggestions:

Connect - Students connect with other students, the teacher 

and local or international experts to share responses and ideas, 

provide feedback to the group and improve original responses.

Students share skills learnt with peers or teacher.

Whole-class conferencing of selected student samples of 
the newly acquired skills.



Class discussion - Students promote the benefits for real-life 
uses of skills learnt or reflect on finished tasks.



Students could video/record/upload completed lesson 
tasks.



Suggestions:

Transform - Students use new knowledge to improve and 

transform their responses/skills and progress to expert status in 

an area of particular interest to them.

Use the higher order thinking skills of create/design to 
transform newly learnt skills, knowledge and information 
into a different context.



Transfer new skills across different subject areas.

Transfer new skills  across different writing genres.

Provide an option for students to respond to feedback to 
improve skills by re-doing the lesson task to resubmit for 
further feedback (teacher or peer feedback).



Suggestions

W.I.L.T
(What I’ve 
learnt 
today?) The reflection could involve teacher questioning the class 

and/or it could involve students writing a written reflection 
summarising/responding to the lesson content and a 
sharing of these responses.



W.I.L.T: Each lesson should end with a reflection session where 
the teacher questions students to gauge student knowledge 
and understanding of the newly acquired skills.
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BLOOM'S EXTENT BAROMETER

Extent_Bar_
writable_t...

BLOOM'S PCQ TABLE

PCQ_writabl
e template

BLOOM'S SWOT ANALYSIS

SWOT_writa
ble template

Bloom's Tools
Friday, 21 February 2014
11:46 AM
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